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Introduction

People who have (or are at risk
for) diabetes are more likely to
acquire disabilities

Why is
accessibility so
important?

People who have disabilities
are more likely to acquire
chronic conditions

This is who we are

…and it’s the
law

You’ll leave here with:

Accessibility
challenges
and tools



A checklist you can use to check a site’s
access



Facilitation habits all your participants will
appreciate



An understanding of how to address common
accommodation requests



Other practical resources you can use.

Good intentions are a great start, but we need
more.

Access vs. Accommodation


Accessibility: basic, universal things
we do to make our programs
welcoming and accessible to
people of all abilities.



Accommodation: Adaptations we
make for particular individuals
upon request, that make it
possible for them to participate.

People-first
language



The most generally accepted way to talk
about disability



It telegraphs respect and understanding



It avoids reducing a person to their condition

How people-first language works
Instead of:

Say this:



John is diabetic



John has diabetes



Fred’s asthmatic



Fred has asthma



The disabled



People with disabilities



Wheelchair bound



Uses a wheelchair



Jason is brain damaged



Jason has a brain injury



Mary is mentally retarded



Mary has a cognitive (or
intellectual) disability

The ‘R’ word


Formerly a diagnosis, it has
become an insult and a
punchline. Nobody should be a
punchline.



Its use telegraphs to all people
with disabilities that they will
likely not be respected by the
user.



Just don’t.

People-first
language,
conclusion



It might feel awkward at first, but will come
more naturally with use



Exceptions should be left to the individuals
themselves; people-first language is the
accepted language a public agency should
use to talk about disability.

Etiquette



Don’t touch assistive equipment – treat it like an
extension of the owner’s body



Don’t ask personal questions (think: do I really
need to know this, or am I just curious?)



Don’t make assumptions

Etiquette, 2


ASK before providing any kind of
physical help.



LISTEN to the answer – it might
be ‘no, thanks.’



Your help could cause harm to
someone not expecting it.

The
Accessible
Meeting
Place



Reachable through public transportation



Accessible parking and path into the building
(clear of snow/ice)



Well lit and well ventilated



Enough space for people with mobility
equipment to navigate




Set up the room for fewer people than the
maximum it holds

All public features (fountains, restrooms) must
be accessible

Good
Facilitation =
Good
Communication
Access



Good communication access makes ALL your
meeting attendees better able to concentrate
on your message.



Having to strain to see and hear makes people
fatigued and irritable – whether they have a
disability or not.



Good communication access = a good
meeting experience for everyone.

Everyone (yes everyone) should
use a microphone


Presenters should all use a
microphone



Provide microphones for questions
or have presenters repeat the
questions asked before answering



Insist on their use


“We’ll all be using microphones for
accessibility.”



“Please wait for the microphone to
reach you before asking your
question.”

Why?


Because one of the most insidious
ways of excluding people with
disabilities is to represent able
bodies as the preferred norm.

What “I don’t
need a
microphone”
really means
to a person
who has
trouble
hearing



I can hear just fine, and everyone is just like me



I’m assuming everyone can hear me, and if
you can’t, it’s your problem



My belief in the power of my voice matters
more to me than your ability to hear



My discomfort in hearing my amplified voice is
more important than including you



If you want me to use the microphone, you’ll
have to identify and justify yourself



I am willing to exclude people

Communication access: written
materials
What to do


Use one sans serif font (like Calibri
or Arial)



Easy on bold or underlining



Stay away from orange, yellow
and red – the most difficult colors
to see



Use plain language



Use the Accessibility tool in Word
and PowerPoint

What not to do


Use of multiple fonts with multiple colors and lots
of underlining make documents look like they were
written by an angry third-grader.



Difficult fonts will make people give up on your message



You might look unprofessional.

The
Environment



Know what ingredients are in the food that is
served (people with allergies may ask about
their trigger foods).



Ensure all staff know that service animals are
welcomed in all areas of the meeting where
people are (more on this later).



Avoid perfume and strongly scented products;
consider making your classes ‘scent-free.’



What do
accommodations
look like?



Most are simple, and low or no-cost. For
example:


Someone with a visual impairment may ask for a
front row seat



A person may indicate a nut allergy



Someone requests the meeting agenda in large
print

The good news? You don’t have to figure this
out!


People living with their conditions are their own
best experts – they will tell you what they need.

Accommodation
starts before you
meet

Effective accommodation starts before your
meeting begins, with a statement about
accommodation on your registration form:


Do you require any kind of accommodation to
fully participate in this meeting? If so, please
contact Dana Smith at Smith1@gmail.com, or
517-555-1234, no later than June 15.

Why the accommodation statement?

So people who require
accommodations can
participate

Signal to people with
disabilities that your meeting is
a welcoming environment

Gives you lead time to make
arrangements

Include an
accommodation
budget



All public and private agencies that provide
services to the public are required to be
accessible.



Don’t wait for it to surprise you – include a small
accommodations budget in your planning. This
is who you are.



Do research beforehand: Know where to find a
sign language interpreter or CART
(Communication Access Realtime Translation)
provider.


LARA’s directory of sign language interpreters is a
good place to start.

What about….?
REAL LIFE SCENARIOS FOR ACCESS AND ACCOMMODATION

Q: What
about
parking?



Your location has the minimum number of
required accessible parking spots under the
law. But, you expect to have more older
people and people with disabilities attending,
than the number of parking spaces. Also, the
snow removal in the winter isn’t great. What
can you do?

You can use the temporary events guide below to
create additional accessible spaces.

A: What
about
parking?

Keep in mind snow removal will impact the ability
for all your participants to attend.


https://adata.org/publication/temporaryevents-guide#PARKING

Q: What
about service
animals?


A participant shows
up with a service
animal, but another
participant says they
have a fear of dogs.
What do I do?

What is a service animal?




A service animal is any dog
individually trained to do work or
perform tasks for the benefit of an
individual with a disability –
including a physical, sensory,
psychiatric, intellectual, or other
mental disability.
While we’re used to seeing breeds
such as Labrador Retrievers and
German Shepherd Dogs as service
animals, any breed can be a
service dog.

Examples:


Seeing eye dog/hearing dog



Psychiatric service dog trained to
detect the onset of psychiatric
episodes, remind about
medication, provide safety
checks, interrupt self-abuse



Social signal dog, helping people
with autism notice & stop
repetitive movements



Seizure response dog

What a
service
animal IS
NOT



Emotional support animals, comfort animals
and therapy dogs are not service animals
under the ADA.



Species of animals other than dogs are not
currently considered service animals either.
Work or tasks performed by a service animal
must be directly related to the person’s
disability. It does not matter if a person has a
note from a doctor indicating they need an
animal for emotional support – this does not
make it a service animal.

How can I
tell if it’s a
service
dog?

When a person with a service animal enters a
place of public accommodation, they cannot
be asked about the nature or extent of their
disability or asked to provide paperwork about
the animal. They CAN be asked these two
questions:


Is the animal required because of a disability?



What work or task has the animal been trained
to perform?

Service animal guidelines
Access must be allowed




Others’ fear of dogs is not a valid
reason to refuse access for people
w/service dogs. One solution is to
seat allergic or fearful people as
far as possible from the service
dog.
For more information, see
https://adata.org/publication/serv
ice-animals-booklet

Handlers have responsibilities


Handler must maintain control of
the dog



An entity has a right to deny
access to a disruptive dog, which
includes barking, jumping on other
people or running away



The animal must be housebroken
and vaccinated



Handler is responsible for cleaning
up after the animal

Literacy barriers


The DPP as written requires a
participant to have literacy,
numeracy, and vision…what if
they don’t?



What has worked for you?

Questions?
How

to contact me:



LeeC@Michigan.gov



517-335-3188

